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A Return to Love, Marianne Williamson's mega-bestselling spiritual guide, is available for the first
time on compact disc. In it, she shares her reflections on A Course in Miracles and her insights on
the application of love in the search for inner peace.Williamson reveals how we each can become a
miracle worker by accepting God and by the expression of love in our daily lives. Whether our
psychic pain is in the area of relationships, career, or health, she shows us how love is a potent
force, the key to inner peace, and how by practicing love we can make our own lives more fulfilling
while creating a more peaceful and loving world for our children.Written and read by Marianne
Williamson
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For the last six years of my life I have been a co-facilitator in an ongoing study group based on A
Course of Miracles. A lot of the people that come to the class have not delved into the actual ACIM
book but know about it due to this marvelous gem of a book. In fact, it was what brought me to
studying the Course and eventually getting up the courage to start up a study group at my
church.People underestimate the Power that Love is. People think that Love is fluffy and lightweight;
that there is no real strength to Love and that's because we have reduced the Power of Love to a
mere sentiment expressed in a Hallmark card.But True Love, when harnessed and consciously
directed can not only change the life of the individual, it can change the world because what is the
world but a collected group of individuals? And to those individuals who are willing enough and
daring enough to let Love transform their minds, renew their hearts, and uplift their souls everything

can and will be made possible to them.Marianne stresses the need for forgiveness in this book.
Forgiveness is not for other people as much as it is for us. Coming out of this recent holiday season
a bit bruised and scraped up reminds me of the need to extend True Forgiveness to those I thought
harmed me in some way. When we know that we are Love Itself, nothing can harm us. Jesus knew
this of his persecutors. He knew that they could crucify the flesh but they could not destroy the Love
that created the flesh in the first place. In the Course in Miracles as well as A Return to Love there is
an emphasis on the resurrection rather than the crucifixion.The future is in this moment. There really
is no such thing as "the future". The future is what we are deciding to do in this new now moment.
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